This seems to be a complex solution to a simple problem. Most companies/organizations do this type of work with software like proxy servers or web filters that would catch the outgoing request and re-route it through the proxy.

There are, right now, unknown costs to a solution like this and we would need to spend some time to understand the impacts. We would need to know how to prioritize this with the current work that is on our plates for CSP.

> Restore MIT IP Addresses
> ------------------------------
> Key: OPS-1845
> URL: http://example.com
> Project: Operations
> Issue Type: Task
> Reporter: [REDACTED]
> Assignee: [REDACTED]
> Priority: Urgent
>
> [REDACTED] is asking that the MIT range be restored. [REDACTED] asked that we take a metered approach and ease them back in if we can. I realize the whole Class A range is blocked at the firewall, but if we could enable the IPs not involved in this latest incident (aka, leave the Class C range suspended) that would be ideal in my estimation. Please advise.
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